Cultuue Emblem
The amazing story
of a music box

Finding

Time-travel through France
land of seas and menhirs
snowy peaks and cave paintings
fables and street art
where the midsummer music-festival was born
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„Music expresses
what cannot be said
and which is not possible
to remain silent about.

Die

The legend of a music dox
As an Adventure Trip, through time and culture, it makes unforgettable the treasures of art, literature, folklore and geography of France
and it provides knowledge that opens the doors and the hearts of the people when traveling.
As My First Reading Book, it combines the pedagogical experience of centuries with the latest scientific knowledge about learning.
Images inspire curiosity for reading and the joy of discovery.
As a Work of Art, it opens up perspectives of a new era of co-creativity à la Shakespeare, who’s works owe their originality not least to the fact that the
public in marketplaces and players all around the globe were allowed to contribute to shaping them.
As a Legend, it is an archetype of the long way from the naive and helpless little creature, to self-assertion and the development of empathy up to mastering
danger, seizing challenge and finding fulfillment.
As a Guide, this sequence of steps accompanies readers of all ages through the highs and lows of the own pathway with both, personal closeness as well as with
the broad view on the long run.
As a Source

of Inspiration,

it opens a wide range of options that invite to creating such emblems for other countries and cultures.

As Interdisciplinary Teaching, it stimulates the deepening of historical, geographical and social topics as well as the editing of scenes or scripts, or the
decoration of corridors with a panorama of 14 meters length.
Example to ppomote peading ppogpess:
Print the image version without text and stick one page to the other with an adhesive strip on the back to make all 44 images one long panorama. Then do the same
with the text pages and hang one stripe above the other at the wall. So you can walk along the entire journey of the story in your corridor and read it together.
When turning pages in the book, you can hold the edge of the previous picture and the edge of the next picture together. There you can see the continuity of the
panorama along all the pictures too.
If you start to practice reading, you may comfortably read the large font first. Once you can do that, go stalking for small lines of text in the pictures. Are you able to
figure out their order?
Once you can do that as well, you will find in the index goals to research on the Internet. If each of you researches about one chapter, you can tell each other exactly
what the story is about and where to find this in France.
With the poster and the map you then will find out, how to plan this trip for yourself.
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INDEX
Recommendations
Travel through time and culture in France at a glance
THE EVENT
A Antoine creates the music box.
B Making first friends.
C Enjoying the view from the top of a bell tower!
D A wolf steps in the way.
F The fairy reminds the music box of its own strength.
E The wolf laughs at the music box.
G An example explains the strength more clearly.
H Dancing along the cliffs with the wind.
I "I decide to keep walking!"
J People have managed to push the ocean!
K In order to be important, the crow loses the cheese.
L Understanding a suffering snake woman.
N A prankster plays a trick on people.
M The prankster becomes the best friend.
P Making interesting acquaintances in the train.
P Enjoying the journey across the country.
Q We help them find their dog.
Q We are entering a strange burrow.
Q The call of the Basajaun and the Laminak.
A We are helping the Lamina to build a bridge.
A The Lamina helps us too.
A In no time at all at the Mediterranean Sea!
S We overestimate our skills.
S We leave our most precious good to the wolf.
T Our fate brings help at the last moment.
U Antoine must be on his way to the festival too.
V The Experiences give the strength to reach the goal.
W It's done!
Z Let's set off for new horizons!
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THE EFFECT
The music festival is waiting.
Receiving recommendations and a gift.
Looking forward to discovering the magnificent world.
Frozen with fear.
This provides courage.
All self-confidence is lost.
Now it's convincing.
Relief! Freed from doubts!
Determining clearly the own path.
Enthusiasm!
The music box discovers to be the smarter one.
Knowledge of love and suffering.
Observing well and finding out what is going on.
The joy of socializing.
Learning about distant countries.
Learning about sightseeing
This puts us on a good track!
Discovery of an unknown culture.
Seeing the storm as a party.
Full of energy despite a sleepless night.
We are as fast as the Basajaun!
We appreciate the time we saved.
Is it our death to have not listened to a peasant?
Concentrating on survival.
Admitting the error and thanking.
We hurry and lose boots.
Thanking each of the experiences!
Accepting challenges to be of help.
Lifelong learning.

The common thread of this tale
ABCdirekt materials
ABCDirekt training
Albert Einstein, musical mind and the world of physics
You will find the book at www.alphabetshop.eu/en/abc/materials#lesebuch

CULTURAL RESEARCH
The Little Prince, Antoine des Saint Exupéry
8
Asterix C Obelix, René Goscinny; Albert Uderzo
12
Brother Jacob (Frère Jaques) Jean Philippe Rameau 16
The wolf and the lamb, Jean de La Fontaine
20
Morgana, fairy of the round table of King Arthur
21
The Fox and the Squirrel, Jean de La Fontaine
24
Kirikou, Michel Ocelot
25
The hare and the tortoise, Jean de La Fontaine
28
Menhirs of Carnac and the song "1 km on foot,
32
Marsh of Potevin and water that can burn
36
The crow and the fox, Jean de La Fontaine
37
Mélusine, Vienne / Lusignan near Poitou
40
The boy and the wolf, Aesop
44
La bourrée, dance of Auvergne
49
Around the world in 80 days, Jules Vernes
52
The viaduct of Barajol
53
The adventures of Captain Hatteras, Jules Vernes 56
The cave of Lascaux discovered by children
60
Basque legends and Oxocelhaya cave
64
The bridge of Licq and the Laminak
65
The magical seven league boots
68
Montpellier, Chateua d'eau
69
The beast of Gévaudan, Lauzère region
72
The elixir of first friends at the start of the journey 73
Gargantua, humanist advocacy, François Rabelais 76
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, Christiane Guillaubey
80
Music festival, born in France in 1982
84
"What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger" Proverb 88
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If I were not a physicist,, I would probably be a musician.
I often think in music.
I live my daydreams in music.
I see my life in terms of music
s

